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ABSTRACT: Cholesteryl ester liquid crystals exhibit thermochromic properties
related to the existence of a twisted nematic phase. When used in applications such as
thermal mapping, a color change is often monitored by video cameras. Thus,
quantitative methods to evaluate thermochromic behavior (e.g., blue-start, red-start,
red-end, color play and bandwidth) from video analysis are desirable. However,
obtaining quantitative color measurements from digital images remains a significant
technical challenge, especially for highly reflective samples such as liquid crystals (for
which ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) reflectance spectroscopy is typically used). We
developed a method to determine thermochromic properties from videos of liquid
crystal cooling under polarized light microscopy. We relate observed color transitions to quantifiable changes in the cumulative color
difference in the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) L*a*b* color space and validate this method with UV−vis
reflectance spectroscopy. The measured thermochromic behavior and associated measurement uncertainties (coefficient of
variations) were comparable to UV−vis reflectance measurements.

■ INTRODUCTION

Cholesterol ester liquid crystals demonstrate thermochromic
behavior, which results from the temperature-dependent pitch
length of a twisted nematic phase.1,2 A decrease in temperature
causes untwisting of the helical structure leading to an increase
in the pitch length.1,2 At high temperatures (i.e., above the
mesophases transition temperature), the isotropic liquid
appears clear.1,2 Upon cooling, the liquid crystal phase reflects
visible light.1,2 As the temperature decreases, the liquid crystal
first reflects blue light, λ = 450 nm, at relatively short pitch
lengths.1,2 With further decreases in temperature, the wave-
length reflected shifts to the red-end of the spectrum (λ = 760
nm) due to the increase in the pitch length.1,2 Eventually, the
liquid crystal phase appears opaque as the resulting increase in
the pitch reflects light outside the visible wavelength range.
Such materials have been used in thermal mapping and analysis
in medical, industrial, and engineering applications.3−9

Since the thermochromic properties of liquid crystals are
related to the mesophase transition, characterization of their
thermal properties via differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
has been widely studied and reported.10−12 The change in the
pitch and resulting color transition as a function of temperature
is nonlinear and occurs above the measured Smectic A to
twisted nematic (SA*−N*) transition temperature and the
enthalpy of the SA*−N* transition affects the rate of color
change upon cooling.2 However, the temperature-dependent

color liquid crystal formulations are not fully described by their
thermal properties.
Practically, the thermochromic behavior of liquid crystals

can be described with various metrics.1 The start temperatures
for when blue, green, and red light is first observed are
characterized as the blue-start, green-start, and red-start,
respectively, as the sample is heated or cooled. The color
play region is defined as the entire temperature range across
which color is visible and the bandwidth is the temperature
range between the blue-start and red-start temperatures. Such
metrics of liquid crystals have typically been characterized by
ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) spectroscopy.1 Given the in-
creased availability of smartphone cameras, leveraging such
technology as nontraditional colorimeters is of growing
interest.13 When liquid crystals are applied in thermal mapping,
a color change is often monitored by video cameras.14,15 Thus,
quantitative methods to evaluate thermochromic behavior
from videos would be valuable.
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Obtaining quantitative color measurements results from
digital images remains a significant technical challenge because
the reflectance spectra cannot be calculated from red−green−
blue (RGB) values16 without modeling or estimating the
spectral reflectance function of the recording device.17,18

Previous reports have considered color calibration of RGB
digital cameras using commercially available color charts (e.g.,
GretagMacBeth ColorChecker).19 However, the color charts
are typically of diffusive rather than reflective color samples;
color charts viewed with polarizers are not readily available.
Additionally, the calibration is device- and setup-dependent.20

Reflectance spectra can also be estimated from camera
measurements using various methods, e.g., regression
estimation or machine learning, but are computationally or
data intensive.13,17,18,21,22

Recently, colorimetry using smartphones has been reported
by converting the images from RGB to alternative color spaces
such as hue, saturation, and value (HSV) or International
Commission on llumination (CIE) L*a*b*. The CIE L*a*b*
space was defined by the International Commission on
Illumination, which is abbreviated CIE. It uses three values
to define color, lightness (L), a* to indicate a red/green value,
and b* to indicate a blue/yellow value.23,24 Image analyses in
the alternate color spaces have been used for various
applications including urinalysis,25 paper-based tests for
measuring alcohol concentration in saliva,26 water quality
monitoring,13 and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays.27

The use of CIE L*a*b* color space has been especially
useful for reflective samples.28 Analysis of changes of L*a*b*
values has proven to be an effective means to detect color
change using a digital camera.14,29 Specifically, Panak et al.
characterized thermochromic behavior of a leuco dye (i.e., a
single color change) by tracking cumulative changes in L*a*b*
values as a function of temperature employing a digital
camera.14

In this work, we aim to develop a method to quantify the
thermochromic properties of liquid crystals observed under
polarized light microscopy (PLM). This system is challenging
to analyze because in addition to changes in sample color,
there are changes in sample brightness. Specifically, the
samples become brighter in the blue region and fade in the
red region. To accurately capture the observed color change,
videos were recorded with autoexposure and auto white
balance (Supporting Information, Figure S1). Such camera
settings are similar to point of care, smartphone technology in
which changing environments and image quality are significant
concerns.30 New methods to perform quantitative analysis
based on such videos are needed.30

To analyze the videos, we transform the sRGB video data to
CIE L*a*b* color space and establish an empirical threshold
value in a cumulative color change to identify color change
events. Subsequently, we distinguish between changes in
sample brightness and sample color transitions. Due to the
automatic camera settings and the novelty of the analysis
method, the focus of our work is validating the video analysis
method with UV−vis reflectance spectroscopy to verify that
the color transitions identified in the video correspond to the
expected changes in UV−vis peak reflectance.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thermochromic behavior is intrinsic to a liquid crystal
molecule arising from its inherent ability to form a twisted
nematic phase. The resulting temperature-dependent color is

affected by the limiting pitch of the twisted nematic phase (i.e.,
the pitch without any unwinding) and by the thermodynamic
properties such as the mesophase SA*−N* transition temper-
ature and enthalpy of the mesophase transition. Since
individual cholesterol derivative molecules have a limited
temperature range for thermochromic behavior, mixtures of
cholesterol esters are often formulated to tune the temper-
ature-dependent optical properties.
For example, cholesterol benzoate exhibits a cholesteric

mesophase. Both cholesteryl pelargonate (CP) and cholesteryl
olyeyl carbonate exhibit a smectic to twisted nematic
transitions. Thus, to achieve formulations with thermochromic
behavior, we used ternary mixtures of cholesteryl benzoate
(CB), cholesteryl pelargonate (CP), and cholesteryl oleyl
carbonate (COC). Physically, thermochromic behavior occurs
due to Smectic A to the twisted nematic phase transition.
Specifically, the thermochromic behavior, i.e., the color
transition from blue to red, is observed at temperatures
above the Smectic A to twisted nematic (SA*−N*) phase
transition temperature.2 Since the phase transition is the
physical basis for the thermochromic behavior, we began by
measuring the effect of composition on this mesophase
transition temperature by differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC), a practical tool for observing such phase transitions
under precise thermal control.31

The formulations and the mesophase transition temper-
atures measured by DSC are shown in Table 1. The ternary

mixtures show a mesophase transition temperature between
23.7 ± 0.4 and 36.1 ± 0.2 °C. As expected, combining two
mesomorphic compounds (CP and COC) significantly
depressed the mesophase transition temperature compared to
cholesterol benzoate (previously reported to be 145 °C32).
Additionally, the mesophase transition temperature was
inversely proportional to the fraction of COC in the
formulation. LC-1 with the highest COC fraction had the
lowest mesophase transition temperature. This result agrees
well with previous reports in which COC is used as a low-
melting base compound to depress the transition temper-
ature.33 Therefore, decreasing the fraction of COC in the
formulation was expected to increase the transition temper-
ature.
While the Smectic A to twisted nematic phase transition

(measured by DSC under precise thermal control) gives rise to
the thermochromic behavior, we were interested in directly
observing the temperature-dependent color under accessible
thermal conditions using polarized light microscopy (PLM).
Polarized light microscopy (PLM) is useful for analyzing
anisotropic materials such as liquid crystals in the twisted
nematic phase. On the PLM, we cooled the liquid crystal from
an isotropic liquid at ∼45 °C to ambient conditions, we
observed a distinct change from black (isotropic liquid in the
PLM) to a bright blue, followed by a transition to green,

Table 1. Compositions of Liquid Crystal Formulations and
Their Mesophase Transition Temperature Measured by
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

sample
COC
(wt %)

CP
(wt %)

CB
(wt %)

mesophase transition temperature
from DSC (°C)

LC-1 60 30 10 23.7 ± 0.4
LC-2 45 45 10 26.6 ± 0.2
LC-3 30 60 10 36.1 ± 0.2
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yellow, orange, and then red due to changes in the pitch length
as a function of temperature. The red eventually faded to black
again for LC-2 and LC-3 (Figure 1). We note that in addition
to changes in color, the sample also changes in brightness.
Specifically, the samples brightened in the blue region and
faded in the red region. Due to this initial sample brightening
in the blue region, videos were recorded with autoexposure
and auto white balance to capture the perceived color change,
i.e., transition from blue to green to yellow to orange to red
(examples with and without autoexposure and auto white
balance are provided in the Supporting Information, Figure
S1). Auto white balance is commonly used to achieve color
constancy between images.34 Such white balance correction
algorithms have been used to standardize measurements
between environments in smartphone video-based colorimetric
methods.30 In this setup using white balancing with the
colorimetrically stable black aperture diaphragm surrounding
the thermochromic liquid crystal, the perceived colors of the
liquid crystals in the images matched the expected maximum
UV−vis reflectance at the corresponding temperature (Figure
S2) based on ISO standard 21348. However, we emphasize
that the focus of this work is identifying color changes rather
than “ground truth colors” to characterize the thermochromic
properties of liquid crystals, i.e., the temperature of the color
change events.
The thermochromic properties of the two liquid crystal

formulations could be estimated from the video analysis by
manually performing frame-by-frame analysis to determine the
transitions from (1) black to blue, (2) blue to green, (3) green
to yellow, (4) yellow to orange, (5) orange to red, and (6) red
to black but were observer-dependent. Thus, we aimed to
automate analysis of the video to quantify the thermochromic
behavior of the liquid crystal formulations via various metrics
(blue-start temperature, green-start temperature, red-start
temperature, red-end temperature, color play, and bandwidth).
We note, for LC-1, the mesophase transition temperature was
below ambient temperature. Therefore, the entire thermo-
chromic behavior could not be accessed. Specifically, the red-
end temperature and color play could not be determined.
For automated quantitative analysis as an alternative to

manual frame-by-frame analysis, we transformed the RGB
values extracted from individual frames from the video to CIE
L*a*b* color space defining the color of the frame in three
values: L indicating brightness, a* indicating a value for red/
green, and b* indicating a value of blue/yellow. The L*a*b
space was selected because it correlates strongly with human

vision.23,24 Our aim was to relate the visual color changes with
quantitative changes in L*a*b* values.
Specifically, we performed frame-by-frame analysis using the

cumulative color difference (color distance, which has been a
useful measure for identifying color differences between
samples observed between cross polarizers35) from the initial
frame (black). To identify color change events, we calculated
the change in the relative color difference between each frame
and the previous frame. Further detail is provided in the
Methods section below.
A color change event was said to occur if the change in the

relative color difference between consecutive frames was
greater than a threshold value of 2.5. This empirically
determined threshold is similar to the empirical benchmark
previously reported as the “just noticeable” color differences
for CIELAB”.36 Generally, this method identified more than six
color change events because the sample changed in brightness
while changing in color. Specifically, the samples brightened in
the blue region and faded in the red region.
Thus, we identified the changes in sample brightness as well

as the observed sample color transitions from (1) black to blue,
(2) blue to green, (3) green to yellow, (4) yellow to orange,
(5) orange to red, and (6) red to black. Based on the physical
observations, the first and last identified color changes
correspond to the blue-start (black to blue) and red-end
(red to black).
Next, we aimed to distinguish between changes in sample

brightness and changes in sample color between consecutive
frames for the intermediate color changes, i.e., (2) blue to
green, (3) green to yellow, (4) yellow to orange, and (5)
orange to red. Thus, we examined the fraction of the total
frame-to-frame color difference that was due to the difference
in L values corresponding to a change in sample brightness,
which we defined as fΔL (see the Methods section and eq 3
below for more detail). The consecutive frames with the four
lowest fΔL values were determined to be the color transitions.
Typically, fΔL values for color transitions were less than 0.02
compared to changes in sample brightness with fΔL > 0.2. The
first color transition after the identified blue-start was
considered the blue to green transition. The next identified
color transitions were considered the green to yellow, yellow to
orange, and orange to red transitions. The identified color
transitions using this method were similar to the manual frame-
by-frame analysis as initial verification of our approach.
In the previous literature, Panak et al. used color difference,

cumulative changes in L*a*b* values as a function of

Figure 1. Polarized light microscopy images during LC cooling for (A) LC-2: 45% COC, 45% CP, 10% CB and (B) LC-3: 30% COC, 60% CP,
10% CB. Both samples transition from blue to red while cooling over 1−2 min. The full-color transition (red-end) of LC-1 was not accessible at
ambient conditions.
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temperature, to characterize the thermochromic behavior of a
leuco dye employing a digital camera calibrated with an X-Rite
ColorChecker.14 Since using constant aperture values was not
possible for our system due to the constantly changing sample
brightness that occurred simultaneously with the color
transition (Figure S1). Our next goal was to validate the
color changes identified by the video analysis method with
UV−vis reflectance spectroscopy, which is a well-established
method for monitoring the color of reflective materials.37−40

Specifically, we aimed to verify that the color change events
that we identified in the video analysis corresponded with
changes in the UV−vis reflectance peak.
As the sample cooled, the peak reflectance shifted from 450

nm (blue range) to 610 nm (red). Representative UV−vis
reflectance spectra as a function of time after the blue-start are
shown in Figure 2. Using UV−vis reflectance measurements,

we confirmed that the red-end of LC-1 was not accessible at
ambient conditions because of the mesophases transition
temperature below ambient temperature. This result agrees
with our PLM analysis.
We also note that the intensity of the reflected color

decreases as the sample transitioned to red, similar to our
visual observations under PLM. Interestingly, determining all
of the individual color start temperatures, e.g., orange-start
temperatures from the UV−vis reflectance measurements, was
not consistently possible because they were so close together in
temperature. In Figure 2, for example, the yellow-start, orange-
start, and red-start occur at the same temperature. While
increasing the frequency of the scans is possible, increasing the

precision of the temperature monitoring would also be
required. This challenge arises due to the nonlinear relation-
ship between the pitch and temperature that narrows as the
sample approaches the red region.1,2

Next, the blue-start, red-start, and red-end temperatures
(Table 2) were identified. Comparing the blue-start, red-start,
and red-end temperatures determined using UV−vis reflec-
tance spectroscopy to video analysis of PLM, all temperatures
are comparable, i.e., less than an 8.5% difference (Table 2).
This difference in temperature is comparable to the measure-
ment uncertainty as the coefficient of variation of all of the
color transition temperatures was 8.6% or less (Table 2). We
also note that since the transition to red occurred at or below
ambient conditions for LC-1, the red-start and red-end could
not be fully identified using UV−vis reflectance. This result
was similar to the PLM result in which the red-end could not
be identified from the video analysis. These results indicated
that the color change events captured by the video and
subsequent analysis correspond to the expected changes in
UV−vis peak reflectance (colors corresponding to the
reflectance spectra defined using ISO 21348), which validates
our approach identifying color change events based on the
cumulative color difference in CIE L*a*b* color space.
Interestingly, the start of the color transition (i.e., the blue-

start temperature) for the three formulations was evaluated
using both PLM and UV reflectance slightly above the
mesophase transition temperature measured by DSC (Table
1). This trend is expected as the color transition is expected to
occur above the mesophase transition temperature measured
by DSC.2 Since the focus of this work was developing a video
analysis method complementary to UV−vis reflectance, further
evaluation of LC formulations (especially the red-end
temperature) during both heating and cooling at various
rates to further investigate their thermochromic behavior will
be pursued in future work as both cooling rate31 and
hysteresis41,42 are known to affect thermochromic behavior.
Based on the measured color transition temperatures, we

compared the bandwidth (temperature difference between
blue-start and red-start) for LC-2 and LC-3 measured by UV−
vis and PLM (Supporting Information, Table S1). Since the
transition to red occurred at or below ambient conditions for
LC-1, the red-start and red-end could not be fully identified
using UV−vis reflectance. This result was similar to the PLM
result in which the red-end could not be identified from the
video analysis. Our focus is comparing the results for the two
different analysis methods rather than understanding the effect
of formulation on thermochromic behavior (which has been
reported elsewhere1). Interestingly, the bandwidth measured
by PLM is approximately 2-fold larger than the UV−vis
measurements. We note that there may be slight discrepancies
when identifying the red-start, a more subtle orange to red

Figure 2. Representative UV−vis reflectance spectra for LC-3
recorded as the sample cooled over several minutes. The peaks in
reflectance occurring at 456 nm (blue-start), 537 nm (green-start),
582 nm (yellow-start), 613 nm (red-start), and 723 nm (red-end)
correspond to the perceived color. As the sample cooled, the
reflectance peak shifted to higher wavelengths due to the transition
from blue to red. There is also a decrease in reflectance due to the
sample fading.

Table 2. Color Transitions Determined by PLM Video Analysis Compared to UV−vis Reflectance Spectroscopy Performed
under Similar Thermal Conditionsa

formulation UV blue-start (°C) UV red-start (°C) UV red-end (°C) PLM blue-start (°C) PLM red-start (°C) PLM red-end (°C)

LC-1 26.3 ± 0.7 <23.6 ± 0.2 <23.2 ± 0.2 25.4 ± 0.6 23.6 ± 0.2 <22.9 ± 0.2
LC-2 30.0 ± 1.3 27.5 ± 1.4 25.5 ± 1.7 30.3 ± 2.6 26.4 ± 0.7 25.3 ± 0.2
LC- 3 40.1 ± 1.8 37.8 ± 1.4 34.0 ± 1.3 42.6 ± 1.8 38.1 ± 2.1 36.9 ± 1.7

aThe averages and standard deviations from three trials are reported. Overall, the color transition temperatures identified using PLM and UV−vis
reflectance are comparable; thus the color change events identified by video analysis correspond with changes in UV−vis peak reflectance validating
our approach.
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color change than red to black, which could lead to differences
in the measured bandwidth. However, given the large
coefficient of variation using both techniques, the difference
is not statistically significant (student t-test, α = 0.05). The
color play (temperature difference between blue-start and red-
end) measured by PLM is comparable with the UV−vis
reflectance spectroscopy (less than 10% difference) (Support-
ing Information, Table S1). These results suggest that the PLM
video analysis method is a complementary approach to UV−
vis reflectance for determining the thermochromic properties
of liquid crystal formulations. Additionally, this method may be
adapted for analyzing thermochromic surfaces commonly used,
e.g., thermography.20,43−51

Overall, we develop a simple and efficient video analysis
method to identify color change events based on the
cumulative color difference in CIE L*a*b* color space and
subsequently distinguishing between changes in sample
brightness and changes in color to determine the thermochro-
mic properties of liquid crystals. Importantly, the color
transitions determined from the video analysis correspond to
changes in the UV−vis peak reflectance validating our
approach. The thermochromic properties and the associated
uncertainties (coefficients of variation of color transition
temperatures, bandwidth, and color play) determined from
the PLM video analysis agree well with the UV−vis reflectance
measurements, suggesting that the PLM video analysis method
is a complementary approach to UV−vis reflectance for
determining the thermochromic properties of liquid crystal
formulations.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a method to analyze the sRGB video of
liquid crystal formulations observed under polarized light
microscopy to quantify the thermochromic properties of the
liquid crystals. The sRGB data from the video frames are
transformed into CIE L*a*b* color space. In CIE L*a*b*
color space, we relate observed color transitions, namely, black
to blue, blue to green, green to yellow, yellow to orange,
orange to red, and red to black, to quantifiable changes in
cumulative color difference and distinguish between changes in
sample brightness and color transitions. Our approach was
validated with UV−vis reflectance spectroscopy; the identified
color transitions corresponded with the expected changes in
UV−vis peak reflectance. Further, the measured thermochro-
mic properties (bandwidth and color play) were comparable to
UV−vis reflectance spectroscopy. Notably, this approach for
automatically identifying color change using videos with a fixed
black background may be applied to smartphone technology
with embedded autoexposure and auto white balance
correction algorithms with a wide range of applications.

■ METHODS

Materials. Liquid crystal components: cholesteryl oleyl
carbonate, cholesteryl benzoate, and cholesteryl pelargonate
were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). All chemicals were
used as received.
Liquid Crystal Formulation. To achieve thermochromic

properties, we formulated ternary mixtures of cholesteryl
benzoate (CB), cholesteryl pelargonate (CP), and cholesteryl
oleyl carbonate (COC). The ternary mixtures were combined
into homogenous solutions by combining appropriate masses
of the three components (Table 1) at room temperature. The

components were heated in an oil bath at 80−90 °C for 10
min, mixed by hand at room temperature for 5 min, and
reheated in the oil bath at 80−90 °C for 10 min to fully melt
the components. The resulting blends were clear and
macroscopically homogenous. The liquid crystal was then
cooled to room temperature before further use.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Physically,
thermochromic behavior occurs due to the Smectic A to
twisted nematic phase transition. This mesophase transition
was measured by differential scanning calorimetry (Q100, TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE). Solid, room-temperature liquid
crystal samples (∼4 to 6 mg) were loaded into standard
aluminum sample pans using a microspatula. An empty sample
pan was used as a reference. Based on previous reports,31,52 the
samples were first annealed by heating to 50 °C at a rate of 20
°C/min and held at 50 °C for 10 min, then cooled to −30 °C
at a rate of 20 °C/min. After an isothermal hold at −30 °C for
15 min, the samples were heated to 70 °C, cooled to −30 °C,
and heated again to 70 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min. Based on the
measured heat flow as a function of temperature (representa-
tive thermogram in the Supporting Information, Figure S3),
the temperature at which the smectic A to twisted nematic
phase transition (LC transition) occurred, as indicated by the
endothermic melting peak ∼25 to 30 °C, was determined using
TA Instruments Universal Analysis. Samples were run in
triplicate. The average LC transition temperature is reported,
and the standard deviation is indicated.

Polarized Light Microscopy. While DSC is a practical
tool for observing such phase transitions under precise thermal
control,31 we were interested in directly observing the
temperature-dependent color under accessible thermal con-
ditions using PLM. To observe thermochromic behavior of the
liquid crystal samples, we used rectangular glass capillaries (50
mm × 4 mm × 2 mm L × W × H) to ensure a flat liquid
crystal surface as well as accommodate a thermocouple to
monitor the sample temperature. To prepare the sample, the
liquid crystals were heated to ∼80 °C to melt the sample. The
melted sample was loaded into a 1 mL syringe and then ∼100
μL was transferred to the capillary (22 gauge needle). Both
ends of the glass capillaries were sealed with tape and stored at
4 °C before imaging. To monitor the sample temperature, a
thermocouple was placed through one end of the capillary into
the LC sample (Figure 3). The samples were heated to 45 °C
for 2 min with gel hot pads and then the capillary was
transferred to the microscope stage. The sample was imaged as
it cooled and solidified. The working time before solidification
was 1−2 min. To maintain consistent thermal history, the

Figure 3. Diagram of the PLM setup for characterizing the
thermochromic behavior of liquid crystals. A rectangular (2 mm ×
4 mm) glass capillary was filled with the liquid crystal, heated to 45
°C, then placed on the microscope stage; the sample was imaged as it
cooled and solidified.
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analyzed samples were heated and cooled to room temperature
a total of four times prior to analysis.
Samples were imaged using a Nikon Eclipse 150N with cross

polarizers (Epi Rotatable Polarizer and L-AN analyzer) at the
minimum field diaphragm (i.e., minimum F. stop). At 10×
magnification (CFI60-2 TU Plan FLUOR BD Objective Lens),
the aperture diaphragm was approximately 50%. The sample
was placed on the stage and the illumination (i.e., light
intensity) was set to the highest illumination such that the
initial frame appeared black to maintain comparable lighting
conditions for each sample.
Due to the changes in sample brightness during the color

change, videos were recorded using autoexposure and auto
white balancing at 1 fps. Without autoexposure, the color
change could not be detected due to oversaturation. Due to the
use of autoexposure, auto white balancing, a commonly used
technique to achieve color constancy between images,34 was
used to capture the perceived color transition from blue to red
(representative data comparing a sample recorded with and
without autoexposure is shown in the Supporting Information,
Figure S1).
We note that videos were recorded with constant

illumination and a colorimetrically stable black aperture
diaphragm surrounding the thermochromic liquid crystal. In
this setup using white balancing with the colorimetrically stable
black aperture diaphragm surrounding the thermochromic
liquid crystal, the perceived colors of the liquid crystals in the
images and the resulting L*a*b* values matched the expected
maximum UV−vis reflectance at the corresponding temper-
ature (Figure S2) based on ISO standard 21348. However, we
emphasize that the focus of this work is identifying color
changes rather than ground truth colors to characterize the
thermochromic properties of liquid crystals, i.e., the temper-
ature of the color change events. Specifically, since we use auto
white balancing to reproduce our visual observations of the
sample, our method analyzes perceived changes between
frames.
Video Analysis. From the video that captured the

perceived color transition from blue to green to yellow to
orange to red, our goal was to develop an objective method to
identify the color change events by analyzing differences
between each frame as an alternative to manual frame-by-frame
analysis. For objective frame-by-frame video analysis, we
extracted the individual frames from the video using Python.
The RGB color for each pixel in each image was determined;
the average RGB values of a 20 × 20 pixel area in the center of
the frame were used for analysis. To relate the quantitative
analysis with physical observations (namely, the transitions
from (1) black to blue, (2) blue to green, (3) green to yellow,
(4) yellow to orange, (5) orange to red, and (6) red to black),
we transformed the sRGB values to CIE L*a*b* color space,
which correlates strongly with human vision. Thus, the
conversion to CIE L*a*b* using the inverse γ correction was
based on the CIE D65 Standard Illuminant and 2° viewing
angle similar to previous reports.2,25 This assumption was
tested by verifying that the color changes identified by the
video analysis method corresponded to changes in the UV−vis
peak reflectance (Table 2).
In CIE L*a*b* color space, color is defined by three axes: L

indicating brightness, a-axis indicating a value for red/green,
and b-axis indicating a value of blue/yellow. The color
difference has been used in many applications (without
constant lighting conditions or color calibration) including

determining the lycopene content of tomatoes using a
smartphone camera,53 automatically detecting the edges of
wounds in images,54 and identifying minerals from digital
images.35 Additionally, color difference in CIE L*a*b* color
space has been to predict if two colors will be noticeably
different under different viewing environments.36 The color
difference, ΔE, is the color distance between two colors given
by the difference between the L, a*, b* values for two colors
added in quadrature has been established as a useful measure
for identifying color differences between samples observed
between cross polarizers.35

Therefore, to automate analysis of the video to determine
the thermochromic behavior of the liquid crystals, we analyzed
each frame relative to the initial frame by using the cumulative
color difference relative to the initial frame (L0, a0, b0) (eq 1
below)

E

L L a a b b

cumulative color difference

( ) ( ) ( )

c

0
2

0
2

0
2

=

= − + − + − (1)

Examining the cumulative color difference reduces noise
compared to simply analyzing the color difference between
each frame so that changes in color (i.e., large differences in
ΔE) are more readily apparent when performing frame-by-
frame analysis. An example of the color cumulative color
difference compared to the color difference between each
frame is shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S4).
We performed frame-by-frame analysis by comparing the

cumulative color difference of each frame, i, to the previous
frame, i − 1, to determine if there was a change in color from
one frame to the next.

E E E 2.5i ir c, c, 1Δ = − >− (2)

Based on previous studies,36 we empirically determine the ΔEr
that corresponds to a color change event in the video analysis.
Initially, we set the threshold for identifying a color change
event at a ΔEr value of 5. This is the ΔEr that corresponds with
a color difference that is perceived by the human eye.24,55 With
a threshold of ΔEr = 5, fewer than six color change events were
observed in our initial method development. Therefore, the
threshold was lowered to identify at least six color change
events based on the observed color changes. Thus, a color
change event was said to occur if the ΔEr value between
consecutive frames was greater than 2.5 (eq 2). This
empirically determined threshold is similar to the empirical
benchmark previously reported as the “just noticeable” color
difference for CIE L*a*b*.36

Generally, this method identified more than six color change
events because there were changes in the sample brightness as
it changed in color. Specifically, the samples brightened in the
blue region and faded in the red region. Therefore, we next
needed to identify the changes in brightness as well as the
observed transitions from (1) black to blue, (2) blue to green,
(3) green to yellow, (4) yellow to orange, (5) orange to red,
and (6) red to black. Based on the physical observations, the
first and last identified color changes correspond to the blue-
start (black to blue) and red-end (red to black), respectively.
To distinguish between the frame-to-frame color change

events identified that were due to changes in brightness and
the observed intermediate color transitions, namely, the (2)
blue to green, (3) green to yellow, (4) yellow to orange, (5)
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orange to red, we calculated the fraction of the frame-to-frame
color difference between each frame, i, and the previous frame,
i − 1, that was due to the difference in L, which we defined as
fΔL (eq 3 below).

f
L L

L L a a b b

( )

( ) ( ) ( )
L

i i

i i i i i i

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

=
−

− + − + −Δ
−

− − −
(3)

This fraction corresponds to the perceived change in
brightness compared to the perceived change in color when
comparing each frame to the previous frame. Large values of
ΔEr between consecutive frames that were mostly due to
changes in brightness (e.g., dark blue to bright blue) would
have a relatively large fΔL. In contrast, large values of ΔEr
between consecutive frames that were due to changes in color
(e.g., green to yellow) would have a relatively small value of
fΔL. Thus, the color change events with the four lowest fΔL
values were said to be the color transitions. Typically, fΔL
values for color transitions were less than 0.02 compared to
changes in brightness with fΔL > 0.2. The first color transition
after the identified blue-start was considered the blue to green
transition. The next identified color transitions were
considered the green to yellow, yellow to orange, and orange
to red transitions.
Based on the video analysis, the thermochromic properties

can be described by various parameters, namely, blue-start, red-
start, red-end temperatures, bandwidth (temperature difference
between the blue-start and red-start temperatures), and color
play (temperature difference between blue-start and red-end
temperatures) were determined.
UV−Vis Reflectance Measurements. To validate the

color changes identified in the video analysis, we used UV−vis
reflectance spectroscopy. Specifically, we aimed to verify that
the color change events that we identified from the video and
the subsequent analysis corresponded with changes in the
UV−vis reflectance peak.
UV−vis reflectance spectra (350−1200 nm) of the samples

were obtained with an Ocean Optics (Largo, Fl.) Flame
spectrometer (FLAME-S-VIS-NIR-ES) was equipped with a
tungsten-halogen light source (HL-2000-HP-FHSA, 20 W
output) and a reflectance probe (RPH-1) at room temperature
using poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) as a standard.56 To
acquire reflectance spectra, as the liquid crystal changed color
as a function of temperature, the following experimental setup
was developed (Figure 4). The liquid crystal sample (0.25 mL)
was placed in a 96-well plate with a clear bottom and black
sides (Corning, Corning, NY). The plate was covered in foil
with only the wells with the liquid crystal and an empty control

uncovered. The probe was placed at a 90° position based on
the previous work demonstrating that a normal angle improves
precision57 and the PTFE reflectance standard was placed
under the empty well as the control (Figure 4A). The liquid
crystal was added to a second adjacent well to accommodate a
thermocouple to monitor the temperature of the liquid crystal.
Guidelines were created on the foil to ensure alignment
between the sample and the detector (Figure 4B).
The sample was heated up to ∼45 °C on a hot plate, and

spectra were collected every 10 s as the sample cooled to
ambient conditions over 10−15 min. In parallel with the
spectra, the thermocouple reading was logged every 10 s.
At every time point, wavelengths between 425 and 700 nm

were further analyzed. In Excel, the maximum reflectance
between 425 and 700 nm was determined and used to
normalize the reflectance spectra. The color corresponding to
the reflectance spectra was defined using ISO 21348. The
position of the leading peak was tracked as a function of time.
The blue-start was identified as the first spectra for which the
maximum normalized reflectance occurred at a wavelength
between 450 and 500 nm. The red-start was identified as the
first spectra for which the maximum normalized reflectance
occurred between 610 and 760 nm. The red-end was identified
as the last spectra for which the maximum normalized
reflectance occurred between 610 and 760 nm, occurring
consecutively following the red-start. Since there is a decrease
in reflectance due to the sample fading (Figure 2), we opt to
normalize the reflectance spectra to ease peak detection.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*sı Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.9b03484.

Polarized light microscopy images recorded with and
without autoexposure for comparison; polarized light
microscopy images with corresponding L*a*b* values
and UV−vis reflected maxima; bandwidth and color play
measured by PLM video analysis compared to UV−vis
reflectance spectroscopy; a representative DSC thermo-
gram, representative data showing the cumulative color
difference compared to color difference between each
frame (PDF)
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